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18-85222

Burglary
Vehicle

E State Road 100

18-85217

Threats

Pennfield Lane

18-85226

Criminal
Mischief

18-85209

Larceny

Belle Terre Pkwy
(Indian Trails Sports
Complex)
Bayberry Street

18-85196

TS

S1 was arrested in reference to battery x 2, burglary of a
conveyance and criminal mischief. S1 was in a dispute over a
“Funko Pop, Twinkie the Kid” collectable figurine. He then went to
the vehicle of the two victims, ripped the figurine out of its
packaging, stole the figurine and pushed V1 to the ground.
S1 made threats to show up and shoot his girlfriend and mother of
his children, V1. V1 stated that he always carries a gun and believed
what he was telling her. While on scene he called the victim and
advised that he could see the cops there, giving accurate accounts
of our actions and how many were on scene. Attempts to locate S1
were unsuccessful.
An employee with the city of Palm Coast advised that someone had
broken the wall mounted EKLAY water fountain located at the
restrooms near field #9 valued at S700.00.
V1 advised an Old Town dark blue canoe valued at $500 was stolen
from the property between 9/5/18 and today.
FCSO attempted to perform a traffic stop on a vehicle for speeding
which fled towards Espanola. The vehicle was not pursued and it
was eventually observed turning onto Whiteview Parkway from
US1 and last seen on Rolling Sands Drive. Multiple residents in the
area continued guiding Deputies towards the direction they saw the
vehicle go, ending around the Ryan Drive / Rae Drive area. During a
canvass of those areas Deputies observed a black male walking
down Ryan Drive who fled into the woods. A perimeter was
established and K9 was called out. The vehicle was located
abandoned near Ryberry Drive. S1 was eventually arrested on
Rymshaw and charged with aggravated fleeing and eluding,
loitering and prowling, resisting without violence and violation of
probation reference burglary.
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